Finding the people
who get the job done.
An overview of
skills-based hiring
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Skills-based employment practices help businesses acquire and
develop talent based on the competencies (knowledge, skills, and
abilities) needed to do a job. By valuing skills across your entire
hiring and training process, you set everyone up for success.
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Job Posting

Every posting reflects and communicate the skills needed.

Candidate Screening
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Candidates are screened on whether or not they meet the minimum
level of skills required to perform the job.

Interviewing
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Candidates are evaluated for their skills using skills-based interview
questions, assessments, and skill demonstrations.

Selection
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Scoring guidelines help reduce bias in the selection process by
quantitatively comparing candidates for their relative skills.

Download Skillful’s “Identify
Competencies Process Guide”
to identify these needed
skills. Skillful also provides
competency data on the IT
and advanced manufacturing
fields, and is expanding to
other industries.

Onboarding
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New hires begin to develop skills during the onboarding process that
help fill gaps identified in the hiring process.

Incumbent Training

Incumbent employees are upskilled to fill more skilled positions,
providing opportunities for both employers and employees.

GETTING STARTED.
To adopt skills-based practices, you need to first identify the competencies
(knowledge, skills, and abilities) a candidate or current employee needs for the
specific occupation for which you’re hiring.
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Examining the cost of traditional hiring.
Most hiring processes are intended to find the candidate that can do the job best. But without a
structured, data-driven process, they often rely on biases to make decisions on what candidate to hire.
Many companies also use assumptions to determine if candidates have the needed skills for the job. For
instance, getting a four-year degree may communicate a lot about a candidate: they are persistent, can
critically think, and can produce quality writing.
While these assumptions may be true for many candidates, this method of hiring has several downsides:
• Requiring degrees shuts out talented people from your search. Only one-third of the workforce has a
bachelor’s degree. For many positions, the credential gap between existing workforce and the demand
for a degree needlessly disqualifies most people currently in the job. In 2015, 16% of supervisors of
production workers had a college degree, while 67% of job postings required applicants to have a
degree.1
• Education is not always a predictor of success. As technology changes the nature of our workforce,
people are gaining skills through various experiences—on-the-job training, online learning,
apprenticeships, tech bootcamps, etc. Employers have found that in direct comparison, education is
not a predictor for job performance. Penguin Random House Publishing and Ernst & Young found no
difference in internal performance reviews based on education-level. 2
• Requiring degrees costs you more. The unemployment rate for those with a bachelor’s degree was
2.5% in January 2017, making hiring people with degrees highly competitive for employers. 3 As a result,
employers pay 11-30% more for employees with bachelor’s degrees than employees without, and it
takes 2-12 days longer to make the hire.4

WHY DO SKILLS-BASED PRACTICES MATTER?
By focusing on exactly what your candidates need to get the job done, you can identify, hire, and retain
the best talent. By adopting skills-based practices partially or wholly, companies have found significant
benefits.
• Catalyte, a tech firm, uses a full, end-to-end skills-based hiring and skill development
approach. Their teams outperform other American tech companies by producing better
quality products, having 43% fewer defects. 5
• A study by Michigan State University found that using a skills-based approach predicted
job success for entry-level employees five times better than education requirements.6
• SHRM Foundation found that employees who had a structured onboarding process were
69% more likely to stay for three years, compared to their counterparts who did not
have a structured onboarding process.7
• Dupont found that “CVS Health enjoys twice as high a retention rate for people” that
upskill through its Workforce Initiatives programs than employees that did not.8
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Your next step should start
with getting competency
data for your position.
Download Skillful’s
Identifying Competencies
Process Guide at skillful.com/
employers. If you’re hiring for
IT or manufacturing roles,
download Skillful’s deep
dives on the occupation
you’re looking to fill.
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Skills-based practices go hand-in-hand with
de-biasing the hiring process.
The goal of skills-based hiring is to focus on the candidates’ skills, values, and
how their personality adds to the position. To develop a hiring process that
successfully achieves this, it is also necessary to reduce bias. Implicit bias
may happen in numerous ways during hiring and often leads to top candidates
being eliminated for reasons other than their ability to get the job done. Bias
comes up through a preference for someone’s education, gender bias, or
certain cultural practices and others.
Studies done on the effects of bias on the hiring process found the following:
• Provided identical resumes, “Jamal” needed to have 8 additional years of
experience to be considered as qualified as “Greg” or “Jennifer.”9
• Assumptions made on gaps in resumes result in mothers being 79% less
likely to be hired than an identical candidate without children. 10
• Structured interviews reduced bias towards racial minorities and are two
times more successful at selecting the best candidate than unstructured.11
• Textio found that removing bias from the hiring process resulted in 25%
more qualified candidates in the interview process.12

GETTING STARTED.
Bias is costing your company and keeping you from hiring the best team to
meet your needs. Just like the change to skills-based practices, eliminating
bias should be driven by data. Bias Interrupters is a toolkit developed by
extensive research at University of California Hasting’s Center for WorkLife Law.
Learn more at Bias Interruptors, where you’ll find data-driven tools to debias your hiring process and get guidance on creating a supportive working
environment for all your employees.
Use tools that automate the process of removing bias from your hiring process
such as Textio and TalentSonar.
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